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1 Introduction 

1.1 Scope 

This document describes how to integrate an ELLA-W1 series short range radio communication Wi-

Fi module with a TOBY-L2 series cellular module to provide router functionality. 

☞ TOBY-L2 cellular modules support host functionality and SDIO interface only for the integration 

with u-blox ELLA-W131 host-based short range radio communication Wi-Fi modules, where the 

TOBY-L2 module represents the host controller for the ELLA-W131 module connected over SDIO 

interface. 

☞ TOBY-L2 cellular modules, product versions "00", "01", and "60", do not support host functionality 

and SDIO interface for the integration with u-blox host-based short range radio communication 

modules. 

 

The following sections of this document describe: 

 System architecture 

 AT commands examples for the setup of the configuration described in this document 

 Hardware and software integration details 

 

Appendix A describes the WebUI (web user interface) and its configuration. The WebUI allows the 

configuration of the cellular and Wi-Fi connectivity. Appendix B and C provide further details on the 

coexistence between the cellular and the Wi-Fi networks and the throughput of cellular and Wi-Fi. 

Appendix D provides some details on Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature that avoids conflicts with 

the Wi-Fi limitations of the countries where the module is used. 

Appendix E provides additional information on the supported authentication suite, while Appendix F 

provides an explanation on the Wi-Fi signal levels. 
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2 System architecture 
The TOBY-L2 series modules can support two system configurations: 

 Router mode 

 Bridge mode 

 

TOBY-L2 series modules can be connected to ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi modules through the Secure Digital 

Input Output (SDIO) interface to provide Wi-Fi functionalities. 

In this section, TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 modules are considered together as a subsystem. They can 

take different roles in different system configurations. 

2.1 TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 subsystem architecture 

The TOBY-L2 module interacts via the USB and/or UART interface with an external processor, and via 

the SDIO interface with the ELLA-W1 module. 

 
Figure 1: TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 subsystem architecture 

Figure 1 shows that the TOBY-L2 module is equipped with USB and UART interfaces. In all the 

proposed scenarios, the external processor can be connected to the Wi-Fi / cellular subsystem 

through one of these interfaces available on the cellular module: 

 the USB interface, which offers three configuration profiles: "Fairly back-compatible", 

"Low/Medium Throughput", and "High Throughput" (see TOBY-L2 series Networking Modes 

Application Note [5] for more details). 

 the UART interface 

The external application processor has full access to the Wi-Fi module functionalities directly via the 

cellular module, so that another interface of the application processor connected to the Wi-Fi module 

is not necessary. 

For the sake of simplicity, all the proposed figures show a single external processor (if required) even 

if it is possible to connect two of them (one to each interface). In fact, an external processor can be 

connected to one of the available interfaces, or to both available interfaces. 

The ELLA-W1 module supports three operating modes: access point (AP), station (STA), and both 

concurrently: 

 Access point mode: ELLA-W1 module only provides connectivity to the Wi-Fi clients. 

 Station mode: ELLA-W1 module is connected to an external hotspot to obtain connectivity. 
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The external processor can communicate directly with the Wi-Fi subsystem via either the UART or 

the USB interface (when it is set to provide network functionalities). The USB protocols for providing 

communication between cellular modules and the external processor are listed as follows: 

 RNDIS 

 CDC-ECM 

The USB interface of the cellular module can be configured through the +UUSBCONF AT command 

(see u-blox AT commands manual [1] for more details). 

Each interface belongs to a specific sub-network. Figure 2 shows an example with three different sub-

networks: 

 The USB interface (RNDIS/CDC-ECM) belongs to the 192.168.1.X/24 sub-network 

 The Wi-Fi AP interface belongs to the 192.168.2.X/24 

 The Wi-Fi STA interface belongs to the 10.0.254.X/24 sub-network 

The configuration of the sub-networks should guarantee that every interface belongs only to a 

specific sub-network. Two or more interfaces should not belong to same sub-network. 

 

 
Figure 2: Sub-network configurations 
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2.1.1 Hardware reference subsystem 

For the system descriptions the reference configuration is: 

 

ELLA-W1
Wi-Fi module

Wi-Fi
antenna 

subsystem

GNSS 
receiver 
(optional)

GNSS
antenna 

subsystem

TOBY-L2
cellular module

Cellular 
antenna 

subsystem

I2C

SIM

SDIO

SIM card
Application
processor

USB

Power supply subsystem

UART / MUX

 
Figure 3: Hardware reference subsystem 

The TOBY-L2 cellular module is the central unit in the subsystem. In Figure 3 above, its basic parts 

are in blue. The key cellular elements are SIM card and its interface, antenna interface, and, 

connections to power subsystem (where reset and similar functions are implemented). For all design 

topics, see the TOBY-L2 documentation (TOBY-L2 series Data Sheet [2], TOBY-L2 / MPCI-L2 series 

System Integration Manual [3]). 

The ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module is connected to the cellular module via a standard SDIO interface. 

Additionally, there are control lines that enable full control of the Wi-Fi module from the cellular 

module, enabling controlled switch on and off, and complete power down for longer sleep periods (to 

save battery power). The Wi-Fi module provides some additional signals, such as LED WLAN active, 

that can be used for non-critical subsystem operation, and are thus not shown on the figure. For the 

detailed description of ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi modules see ELLA-W1 series Data Sheet [4]. 

The power supply subsystem is left to designers to define, although general guidelines are provided 

in the TOBY-L2 / MPCI-L2 series System Integration Manual [3]. Figure 3 presents an example 

providing controlled power supply voltages for cellular and Wi-Fi modules. 

☞ The TOBY-L2 "00", "01", "x2", "03" and "60" product versions do not support communication with 

u-blox GNSS receivers over the I2C bus compatible Display Data Channel interface, AssistNow 

embedded GNSS positioning aiding, or CellLocate®. 

Antennas are an important and critical part of any wireless communication. Here, each antenna 

subsystem is intentionally emphasized, because coexistence of all antennas could be critical and 

additional filters could be necessary for some specific configurations. In the following sections, 

external antennas are assumed, distributed in optimum way, and without interferences and 

coexistence problems. 
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2.1.2 Software reference subsystem 

 
Figure 4: Software reference subsystem 

Figure 4 shows the SW architecture inside the cellular module. The OS kernel runs in the internal 

microprocessor, and the software to support this class of applications runs in the user application 

space environment. A complete AT command interpreter and complete user application interface are 

supported (AT command controller). The AT commands are forwarded from the AT command 

interpreter to the AT command handler. 

All the management software runs inside the cellular module. 

 The basic cellular and Wi-Fi connectivity can be configured via the related AT commands or via the 

WebUI (Web User Interface). The AT command console is available on UART / MUX and CDC-ACM 

(over USB) interface. 

For Wi-Fi module operations, functions are supported in addition to those required for cellular-only 

operation: 

 Wi-Fi driver 

 WebUI 

 Connection Configuration Manager 

 

Wi-Fi driver 

On initializing Wi-Fi functionality, the Wi-Fi driver first downloads the software image for the 

processor running in the ELLA-W1 module. This software performs all functions of 802.11 PHY layer 

and a major part of Wi-Fi MAC functionalities. The Wi-Fi driver also provides all interfacing to the 

kernel IP subsystem. For the detailed description of ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi features see the ELLA-W1 series 

Data Sheet [4]. 

 

WebUI 

The HTTP server is an OS function providing support for the web-based configuration software. The 

WebUI allows the configuration of the cellular and Wi-Fi connectivity. The WebUI interface is by 

default disabled and can be properly configured through the +UWWEBUI AT command (see the u-blox 

AT commands manual [1] for more details). 

See appendix A for a detailed description of WebUI. 
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Connection Configuration Manager 

The interaction between the WebUI and the AT command handler is provided by the Connection 

Configuration Manager. The Connection Configuration Manager allows the user to configure the 

cellular connectivity within the WebUI. It is worth noting that the AT command console is not available 

for Wi-Fi clients. Wi-Fi clients may use WebUI to configure basic cellular connectivity. 

The main tasks of the Connection Configuration Manager are: 

 Enable / disable the RF part of the cellular module 

 PDP context / EPS bearer configuration 

 PDP context activation / deactivation in 2G/3G networks 

 Maintain cellular connectivity 

When the Connection Configuration Manager is active, the Internet connection is granted. When the 

Connection Configuration Manager is disabled, it deactivates the cellular module. At switch-on in 4G 

networks, if the cellular module starts in automatic registration mode (+COPS: 0 stored in the 

profiles), the Internet connection may be obtained after the LTE attach and initial default EPS bearer 

activation even if the Connection Configuration Manager is disabled. 

The connection manager ensures the cellular connectivity using the fourth (4th) context identifier 

(CID) for LTE networks and the first (1st) CID for 2G/3G networks. When the connection manager is 

configured by means of the WebUI, previous configurations of these two CIDs made via AT commands 

may be overwritten. 
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2.2 Network configurations 

Several network configurations may be achieved with the coexistence of the TOBY-L2 module and the 

ELLA-W1 module. Each network configuration creates different communication paths for the Wi-Fi 

clients and for the external processor. Mainly, four network configurations are taken into account: 

 Router mode with Internet access via cellular network 

 Router mode with Internet access via an external hotspot 

 Router mode with Internet access via cellular network or via an external hotspot 

 Bridge mode with Internet access via cellular network or via an external hotspot 

The proposed configurations enable communication between the external application processor and 

the Wi-Fi clients, and between the clients of the Wi-Fi network. The external application processor 

must be connected to the cellular module through either a UART or a USB interface properly 

configured to provide network functionalities (e.g. RNDIS, CDC-ECM). 

See section 2.3 for the dial-up connections that are not considered in the three proposed scenarios. 

 

2.2.1 Router mode with Internet access via cellular network 

Figure 5 shows the basic router system architecture of the Internet access via cellular network: 

 
Figure 5: Router mode with Internet access via cellular network 

This basic architecture enables the access point functionality where the Internet connectivity is 

provided by the cellular module. The access point functionality is provided by the ELLA-W1 module. 

The maximum number of active clients is 8. The external processor can access the Internet via the 

cellular network. 
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2.2.2 Router mode with Internet access via external hotspot 

Figure 6 shows the basic router system architecture of the Internet access via the external hotspot: 

 
Figure 6: Router mode with Internet access via external hotspot 

In this configuration the cellular network is not used for Internet connectivity. The Wi-Fi module is 

operating in dual mode, as access point (AP) and as Wi-Fi station (STA), simultaneously. The Wi-Fi 

module provides the Internet connectivity within an existing and accessible Wi-Fi network. The IP 

subsystem is connected to an external hotspot through the interface operating in station mode and 

forwards the traffic between the two interfaces (AP and STA). The external processor can access the 

Internet via the TOBY-L2 module and the ELLA-W1 module. 
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2.2.3 Router mode with Internet access via cellular network or via external 

hotspot 

Figure 7 shows the basic router system architecture of the Internet access via the cellular network or 

the external hotspot. 

 
Figure 7: Router mode with Internet access via cellular network or via external hotspot 

In the presented scenario, the Internet connectivity for the Wi-Fi clients and the external processor 

can be dynamically provided either by the cellular network or by the external hotspot. The switch 

between the two interfaces can be changed at run time by means of AT commands (+UWSTAIPCFG, 

see section 3.3 for more details). 
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2.2.4 Bridge mode with Internet access either via cellular network or via 

external hotspot 

In bridge mode the cellular module provides Internet connectivity to the external processor by bridge 

PDP contexts/EPS bearers. A bridge PDP context/EPS bearer sets up a bridge between the cellular 

network and the USB interface. Furthermore, when the module is in bridge mode, several PDP 

contexts/EPS bearers can be configured as router contexts (see +UDPDP for PDP context/EPS bearer 

configuration). Router PDP contexts/EPS bearers are connected to the module IP subsystem. The 

cellular module IP subsystem can provide Internet connectivity either through the cellular module 

(router PDP context/EPS bearer) or through the wireless station interface, switching dynamically 

between the two options described above. The external processor may connect to the Internet either 

through the bridge PDP context/EPS bearer or through the USB interface which is connected to the 

module IP subsystem where connectivity is granted by a router PDP context/EPS bearer or by the 

wireless station interface. 

 
Figure 8: Bridge mode with Internet access via cellular network or via external hotspot 

☞ The current scenario presents the most complete configuration between cellular and Wi-Fi 

modules. The only difference respect with the previous scenario is the bridge context / ESP bearer 

and hence the previous scenarios are a subset of this one. 

 

An external processor can be connected to the Wi-Fi cellular subsystem through these interfaces: 

 Ethernet over USB (e.g. RNDIS or CDC-ECM): see +UUSBCONF for the USB interface configuration 

 UART 

The external processor can communicate directly with the wireless stations and access to Internet 

via cellular network or via the external Wi-Fi interface accordingly to the permitted system 

configuration. 
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2.3 Dial-up connections in TOBY-L2 with ELLA-W1 subsystem 

The TOBY-L2 module with ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module inherits all the connectivity scenarios proposed by 

the TOBY-L2 module in router mode (see the TOBY-L2 series Networking Modes [5]). In addition, a 

dial-up connection on the UART interface can be established in the TOBY-L2 with ELLA-W1 system. 

The UART interface implements a multiplexer protocol and it is able to offer up to four connections. 

Some dial-up connection notes: 

 The number of dial-up connections depends on the selected profile (configurable with 

+UUSBCONF AT command) for the USB interface and on the UART setting (MUX enabled or not). 

 The number of dial-up connections depends on the cellular network provider policy. 

 A dial-up connection can be established on an already active PDP context, including the initial PDP 

context activated on LTE network registration and defined with +UCGDFLT AT command, but only 

if the cellular module is in the "Fairly back-compatible Profile" (+UUSBCONF: 0). 

☞ Unless a local dial-up connection is used (see section 2.5), a dial-up connection acquires exclusive 

access to a PDP context: therefore activating a PPP session over an already active context 

identifier will disrupt the connectivity for the previous user (if present). 

 

The following example refers to the case of the cellular module registered with a LTE network: 

1. The module is in "Fairly back-compatible profile" and has +UCGDFLT’s APN configured for Internet 

connectivity. 

2. The clients (Wi-Fi clients and TOBY-L2 IP subsystem) are configured to access the Internet via the 

cellular network within an internal context. 

3. The cellular module registers to an LTE network: the initial PDP context is activated on CID 4. 

4. The initial PDP context provides connectivity for the clients. 

5. The dial-up session is started over the already active CID 4. 

6. The PPP session now has exclusive access to the initial PDP connectivity. 

7. The clients have no access to the Internet and they must be reconfigured to either use a different 

PDP context or to use an external hotspot (if possible). 

8. To give Internet connectivity to both PPP and clients through the cellular network, two PDP 

contexts must be used. 

 

An additional example is provided for the case of the module attached to a 2G/3G network: 

1. The module is in the "Fairly back-compatible profile" and it is registered to a 2G/3G network. 

2. The clients (Wi-Fi clients and TOBY-L2 IP subsystem) are configured to access the Internet 

through the cellular network within a PDP context. 

3. The PDP context is activated and it is providing connectivity for the clients. 

4. The dial-up session is started over the already active context.  

5. The PPP session now has exclusive access to the PDP connectivity. 

6. The clients have no access to the Internet and they must be reconfigured to either use a different 

PDP context or to use external hotspot (if possible). 

7. To give Internet connectivity to both PPP and clients through the cellular network, two PDP 

contexts must be used. 
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Figure 9: TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 connectivity when dial-up connection is used 

Figure 9 shows the TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 connectivity when a dial-up connection is activated on the 

UART interface. This case does not address the MUX feature provided by the UART interface. The 

bold lines represent the data flow provided by a PDP context. In Figure 9 two PDP contexts are 

requested. The bold green dashed line represents the PDP context activated by the dial-up 

connection, while the bold red dashed line represents the PDP context used for the RNDIS/CDC-ECM 

interface of the external processor and for the Wi-Fi clients. If only one PDP context can be used, then 

one of the two configurations should be adopted. 

 

2.4 Additional scenarios suitable for the Wi-Fi clients 

The presence of a Wi-Fi module offers additional scenarios that should be taken into account. Not 

only the Wi-Fi clients, but also the TOBY-L2 IP subsystem and the external processor connected to 

the Ethernet via USB interfaces (RNDIS or CDC-ECM) may have an Internet connection when at least 

one of the following cases is true: 

 There is one active PDP context/EPS bearer (router mode, no dial-up connection active on this 

context) 

 The ELLA-W1 module operating in station mode is connected to an existing and accessible 

external hotspot 

The following are examples of these cases: 

 TOBY-L2 module in "Fairly back-compatible profile". In this case the external processor is 

connected only to CDC-ACM or UART interface, while the Wi-Fi stations and TOBY-L2 IP 

subsystem may obtain connectivity within the external hotspot or within the cellular network. 

 TOBY-L2 module in "Low/Medium throughput profile" (+UUSBCONF: 2,"ECM") or "High throughput 

profile" (+UUSBCONF: 3,"RNDIS"). In this case the Wi-Fi stations, TOBY-L2 IP subsystem, and the 

external processor may obtain connectivity within the external hotspot or within the cellular 

network. 
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Additional scenarios may include cases in which dial-up connections are performed on CDC-ACM and 

UART interfaces. For all the scenarios including dial-up connections, the limitations defined in section 

2.3 should be taken into account. 

 

2.5 Local dial-up connection in TOBY-L2 with ELLA-W1 

subsystem 

The local dial-up feature is used to establish an IP connection between the TOBY-L2 module and the 

external application processor, which are connected within a serial interface. Compared to the 

traditional dial-up between the external application processor and the cellular network, in the local 

dial-up the PPP end-points connect the IP stack of the external application processor and the IP stack 

of the TOBY-L2 module. The established connection is denoted by two IP addresses belonging to the 

same private sub-network. Two IP addresses are required, one for each end of the dial-up connection. 

The sub-network defined for the local dial-up should be different from the sub-networks used for 

RNDIS/CDC-ECM interfaces. The local dial-up connection can be performed on one of the serial 

interfaces available on the TOBY-L2 module, as CDC-ACM, UART and MUX. Figure 10 shows an 

example of sub-network configuration of the TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 subsystem when a local dial-up 

is established on a serial interface: the USB interface connection is related to an RNDIS/CDC-ECM 

connection, while the local dial-up is performed on a serial interface (UART or MUX). 

 
Figure 10: Example of sub-network configuration and IP traffic in the TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 subsystem using local dial-up 

feature 
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The local dial-up feature can be used when: 

 the external processor does not have an RNDIS/CDC-ECM interface, and it is provided with an IP 

stack 

 the IP connectivity between the serial interfaces (UART, MUX or CDC-ACM) and IP network 

interfaces (RNDIS, CDC-ECM or Wi-Fi) are requested 

 only one PDP context/EPS bearer shall be used to provide internet connectivity to the external 

processor through the UART/MUX/CDC-ACM, RNDIS/CDC-ECM and Wi-Fi interface 

Figure 10 shows the internal and over cellular network IP traffic in the TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 

subsystem, when the local dial-up connection is established on a serial interface. In Figure 10 the serial 

connection through the USB interface is related to a CDC-ACM connection. 

The local dial-up feature is activated by using the dialing string ATD*99***100#. The CID number 100 

is used to avoid conflict with the CIDs used for dial-up connections, which are related to PDP 

contexts/EPS bearers. 

Once the local dial-up connection is established, the IP stack of the external application processor is 

provided with a new interface (typically ppp0 on Linux OS or PPP Adapter on MS Windows OS). 

 

☞ See u-blox AT commands manual [1] for the commands syntax description. 
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3 Wi-Fi AT commands examples 
This section provides general information about the router configuration of the embedded system 

composed by TOBY-L2 cellular module and the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module. 

There are 3 possible configurations of TOBY-L2 module as a basic router with Internet access: 

 Via cellular network 

 Via an external hotspot 

 Via cellular network or an external hotspot 

The Internet connection can also be provided to an external processor with an Ethernet over USB 

(RNDIS/CDC-ECM) interface. It is worth noticing that the Ethernet over USB interface and the Wi-Fi 

access point interface are typically located on separated IP sub-networks, however users connected 

to them are able to reach each other without additional routing configurations. 

☞ See u-blox AT commands manual [1] for the commands syntax description. 

 

3.1 TOBY-L2 in router mode with Internet access via cellular 

network 

TOBY-L2 module is operating in router mode and it is connected to the cellular network. TOBY-L2 

module provides connectivity to the Wi-Fi users within the Wi-Fi access point. The users 

communicate to the TOBY-L2 IP subsystem, and the router functionality of the IP subsystem provides 

them the Internet connection. 

 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 is in router mode, if 

not, set this mode (see the u-blox AT 

commands manual [1]). 

AT+CFUN=4 OK Set the module in airplane mode to 

configure the default PDP context for 

LTE network. 

This configuration is required if the 

cellular network provides connectivity 

over the default PDP context for LTE 

network. 

AT+UCGDFLT=1,"IP","apn_name" OK Configure the initial PDP context for LTE 

network. 

AT+CFUN=1 OK Sets the MT to full functionality. 

AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","apn_name" OK Configure the PDP context for 2G/3G. 

 

The PDP context shall be explicitly 

activated if the module does not select 

LTE network at boot. 

AT+CGDCONT? +CGDCONT: 1,"IP","web.omnitel.it"

,"",0,0,0,0,0,0 

+CGDCONT: 4,"IP","web.omnitel.it.

mnc010.mcc222.gprs","100.87.178.1

31",0,0,0,0,0,0 

OK 

Check the data connection. 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Turn on the Wi-Fi module (by default it is 

turned off) 
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Command Response Description 

AT+UWAPCFG="SSID_name",2,"passphr

ase",0,0,3 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi access point physical 

layer. 

Default values are "UBXWifi" for <SSID>, 

and "ubx-wifi" for <psk>. 

 

Set <region> and <mode> accordingly to 

the needs (in the current example are set 

to EU and 802.11b/g/n). 

AT+UWAPIPCFG="192.168.2.1","255.2

55.255.0","192.168.2.100","192.16

8.2.200" 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi access point network 

layer. 

AT+CFUN=1,1 

 

Or 

 

AT+UWCFG=0 

AT+UWCFG=1 

OK 

 

 

 

OK 

OK 

Reboot the cellular module or turn off 

and on the Wi-Fi module to apply the new 

configuration.  

All settings are stored in NVM, so at each 

power-on it is not necessary to 

reconfigure the system.  

Only in case of reboot of the cellular 

module, if it is needed, the 2G/3G context 

must be re-activated. 

 

3.2 TOBY-L2 with Internet access via an external hotspot 

TOBY-L2 module is operating in router mode and it is not connected to the cellular network. The Wi-

Fi interface is acting concurrently in two modes: 

 Wi-Fi access point 

 Wi-Fi station 

The Wi-Fi users are connected within the Wi-Fi access point to the TOBY-L2 module IP subsystem. 

With the interface operating in Wi-Fi station mode the IP subsystem is connected to an external 

hotspot. In this case the Internet connectivity is not provided to the users by the cellular network, but 

within an external hotspot. The routing functionality of the TOBY-L2 module IP subsystem forwards 

the packets within the Wi-Fi interface which is able to concurrently work in access point and station 

mode. 

 

Command Response Description 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Turn on the Wi-Fi module (by default it is 

turned off). 

AT+UWAPCFG="SSID_name",2,"passphr

ase",0,0,3 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi access point physical 

layer. 

Default values are "UBXWifi" for <SSID>, 

and "ubx-wifi" for <psk>. 

 

Set <region> and <mode> accordingly to 

the needs (in the current example are set 

to EU and 802.11b/g/n). 

AT+UWAPIPCFG="192.168.2.1","255.2

55.255.0","192.168.2.100","192.16

8.2.200" 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi access point network 

layer. 

AT+UWSCAN +UWSCAN: "44:94:FC:7D:FE:20",1,"e

xternal_access_point_ssid",5,-

86,12,4,4 

OK 

Scan for available Wi-Fi networks in the 

surroundings. 
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Command Response Description 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_hotspot_s

sid",1,"external_hotspot_security

_key" 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi interface in station 

mode to obtain an IP configuration from 

the external hotspot. 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=1,1 OK Configure the network layer parameters 

of the Wi-Fi station and set the 

connectivity within an external hotspot. 

AT+CFUN=1,1 

 

Or 

 

AT+UWCFG=0 

AT+UWCFG=1 

OK 

 

 

 

OK 

OK 

Reboot the cellular module or turn off 

and on the Wi-Fi module to apply the new 

configuration.  

All settings are stored in NVM, so at each 

power-on it is not necessary to 

reconfigure the system.  

Only in case of reboot of the cellular 

module, if it is needed, the 2G/3G context 

must be re-activated. 

 

3.3 TOBY-L2 with Internet access via cellular network or via an 

external hotspot 

TOBY-L2 module operates in router mode and offers connectivity within the Wi-Fi access point 

interface. The TOBY-L2 module IP subsystem can provide Internet connection either within TOBY-L2 

cellular module or within the Wi-Fi station interface, which is connected to an existing and accessible 

Wi-Fi network. 

 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see u-blox AT 

commands manual [1]). 

AT+CFUN=4 OK Set the module in airplane mode to 

configure the default PDP context for 

LTE network. 

This configuration is required if the 

cellular network provides connectivity 

over the default PDP context for LTE 

network. 

AT+UCGDFLT=1,"IP","apn_name" OK Configure the initial PDP context for LTE 

network. 

AT+CFUN=1 OK Sets the MT to full functionality. 

AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","apn_name" OK Configure the PDP context for 2G/3G.  

 

The PDP context shall be explicitly 

activated if the module does not select 

LTE network at boot. 

AT+CGDCONT? +CGDCONT: 1,"IP","web.omnitel.it"

,"",0,0,0,0,0,0 

+CGDCONT: 4,"IP","web.omnitel.it.

mnc010.mcc222.gprs","100.87.178.1

31",0,0,0,0,0,0 

OK 

Check the data connection.  

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Turn on the Wi-Fi module (by default it is 

turned off). 
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Command Response Description 

AT+UWAPCFG="SSID_name",2,"passphr

ase",0,0,3 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi access point physical 

layer. 

Default values are "UBXWifi" for <SSID>, 

and "ubx-wifi" for <psk>. 

 

Set <region> and <mode> accordingly to 

needs (in the current example are set to 

EU and 802.11b/g/n). 

AT+UWAPIPCFG="192.168.2.1","255.2

55.255.0","192.168.2.100","192.16

8.2.200" 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi access point network 

layer. 

AT+UWSCAN +UWSCAN: "44:94:FC:7D:FE:20",1,"e

xternal_access_point_ssid",5,-

86,12,4,4 

OK 

Scan for available Wi-Fi networks in the 

surroundings. 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_hotspot_s

sid",1,"external_hotspot_security

_key" 

OK Configure the Wi-Fi interface in station 

mode to obtain an IP configuration from 

the external hotspot. 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=x,1 OK Configure the connectivity: 

 x=0, the connectivity is obtained 

within the cellular network 

 x=1, the connectivity is obtained 

within an external hotspot 

This configuration can be changed at run 

time. 

AT+CFUN=1,1 

 

Or 

 

AT+UWCFG=0 

AT+UWCFG=1 

OK 

 

 

 

OK 

OK 

Reboot the cellular module or turn off 

and on the Wi-Fi module to apply the new 

configuration.  

All settings are stored in NVM, so at each 

power-on it is not necessary to 

reconfigure the system.  

Only in case of reboot of the cellular 

module, if it is needed, the 2G/3G context 

must be re-activated. 
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4 Hardware integration 

4.1 General considerations 

Combining a u-blox cellular module with a u-blox short range communication module gives designers 

full access to the Wi-Fi module directly via the cellular module, so that a second interface connected 

to the Wi-Fi module is not necessary, as described in Figure 3. 

TOBY-L2 modules include a 4-bit Secure Digital Input Output interface designed to communicate with 

an external u-blox short range Wi-Fi module. The TOBY-L2 cellular module acts as an SDIO host 

controller which can communicate over the SDIO bus with a compatible u-blox short range Wi-Fi 

module acting as SDIO device. 

The SDIO interface is dedicated to communication between the u-blox cellular module and the u-blox 

short range Wi-Fi module. The AT commands interface is not available on the SDIO interface of 

TOBY-L2 modules. 

AT commands via the AT interfaces of the cellular module (UART, USB) allows a full control of the Wi-

Fi module from any host processor, because Wi-Fi control messages are relayed to the Wi-Fi module 

via the dedicated SDIO interface (for more details, see the Wi-Fi AT commands in the u-blox AT 

Commands Manual [1]). 

u-blox has implemented special features in the cellular modules to ease the design effort for the 

integration of a u-blox cellular module with a u-blox short range Wi-Fi module to provide router 

functionality. 

Additional custom functions over GPIO pins are designed to improve the integration with u-blox Wi-Fi 

modules: 

 Wi-Fi enable Switch-on / switch-off the Wi-Fi 

 Wi-Fi reset Reset the Wi-Fi 

 Wi-Fi data ready Cellular module wake-up when the Wi-Fi is ready for sending data over SDIO 

 Wi-Fi power saving Enable/disable the low power mode of the Wi-Fi 

 32 kHz output Clock for the Wi-Fi 

 26 MHz output Clock for the Wi-Fi 

☞ Support of the different additional functionalities configured by the cellular module’s GPIOs can 

vary depending on the u-blox cellular and short range radio module series and version. 

☞ The SDIO interface is not supported by TOBY-L2 series modules, product versions "00", "01", "60". 

☞ GPIOs are not supported by TOBY-L2 "00", "01" and "60" product versions, except for the Wireless 

Wide Area Network status indication configured on GPIO1 pin. 

☞ The support over GPIO pins of the custom functions "Wi-Fi reset", "Wi-Fi data ready", "Wi-Fi power 

saving", "32 kHz output for Wi-Fi" and "26 MHz output for Wi-Fi" is planned for future product 

versions. 

Guidelines for the hardware integration of u-blox cellular modules and u-blox short range radio 

modules are described in details in the following sections 4.2 and 4.3, describing schematic circuit and 

layout design-in. 

☞ For further detailed description of the u-blox cellular and the Wi-Fi modules and additional detailed 

design-in see the corresponding modules’ documentation: see the TOBY-L2 series Data Sheet [2], 

the TOBY-L2 / MPCI-L2 series System Integration Manual [3] and the ELLA-W1 series Data 

Sheet [4]. 
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4.2 Guidelines for Wi-Fi / Cellular circuit design 

Figure 11 and Table 1 show an application circuit for connecting TOBY-L2 series cellular modules 

(except "00", "01" and "60" product versions) to u-blox ELLA-W131 short range Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n 

modules: 

 The SDIO pins of the TOBY-L2 cellular module are connected to the related SDIO pins of the 

ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module, with appropriate low value series damping resistors to avoid reflections 

and other losses in signal integrity, which may create ringing and loss of a square wave shape.  

The most appropriate value for the series damping resistors on the SDIO lines depends on the 

specific line lengths and layout implementation. The SDIO series resistors are in general not 

strictly required, but it is recommended to provide, for example, 22  or 33  resistors to slow the 

SDIO signal and avoid any possible ringing problem without violating the rise / fall time 

requirements.  

 The V_INT supply output pin of the cellular module is connected to the shutdown input pin 

(SHDNn) of the two LDO regulators providing the 3.3 V and 1.8 V supply rails for the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi 

module, with appropriate pull-down resistors to avoid an improper switch on of the Wi-Fi module 

before the switch-on of the V_INT supply source of the cellular module SDIO interface pins. 

 The GPIO1 pin of the cellular module is connected to the active low full power down input pin (PDn) 

of the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module, implementing the Wi-Fi enable function. 

 The configuration pin (CFG) of the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module is connected to ground by means of a 

proper pull-down resistor for operation without sleep clock.  

 The sleep clock input pin (SLEEP_CLK) of the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module is left unconnected, because 

an external clock source is not required. 

 The WLAN LED open drain output pin (LED_0) of the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module is connected to an 

LED with appropriate current limiting resistor, indicating Wi-Fi activity as additional optional 

feature. 

 The WLAN antenna RF input/output (ANT1) of the ELLA-W131 Wi-Fi module is connected to a Wi-

Fi antenna with an appropriate series Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band-pass filter specifically designed for the 

coexistence between the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz RF signals and the LTE band 7 RF signals (see Figure 15), 

as for example the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz BAW band-pass filter TDK EPCOS B9604, or the TriQuint 885071, 

or the TriQuint 885032 or the Avago ACPF-7424, or the Taiyo Yuden F6HF2G441AF46. 

 All GND pins of the TOBY-L2 cellular module and the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module are connected to 

ground. 

 All the other pins of the ELLA-W1 Wi-Fi module are intended to be not connected. 

R2
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Figure 11: Application circuit for connecting a TOBY-L2 cellular module to an ELLA-W131 Wi-Fi module 
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Reference Description Part Number - Manufacturer 

C1, C2 1 µF Capacitor Ceramic X7R 0603 10% 25 V GRM188R71E105KA12 - Murata 

C3, C4 10 nF Capacitor Ceramic X7R 0402 10% 16 V GRM155R71C103KA01 - Murata 

C5, C6 10 µF Capacitor Ceramic X5R 0603 20% 6.3 V GRM188R60J106ME47 - Murata 

DL1 LED Green SMT 0603 LTST-C190KGKT - Lite-on Technology Corporation 

FL1 WLAN band-pass filter with LTE Band 7 coexistence B39242B9604P810 - TDK EPCOS 

L1 15 nH Multilayer Inductor 0603 3% 0.25 A  MLG0603P15NHT000 – TDK 

R1 470 k Resistor 0402 5% 0.1 W  RK73B1ETTD474J – KOA 

R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7 22  Resistor 0402 5% 0.1 W  RK73B1ETTP220J – KOA 

R8 470  Resistor 0402 5% 0.1 W RK73B1ETTP471J – KOA 

R9 47 k Resistor 0402 5% 0.1 W  RK73B1ETTD473J - KOA  

U1 LDO Linear Regulator 3.0 V 0.3 A LT1962EMS8-3.3 - Linear Technology 

U2 LDO Linear Regulator 1.8 V 0.3 A LT1962EMS8-1.8 - Linear Technology 

Table 1: Components for connecting a TOBY-L2 cellular module to an ELLA-W131 Wi-Fi module 

 

4.3 Guidelines for Wi-Fi / cellular layout design 

An optimized placement allows a minimum RF line length and closer path from the modules’ DC 

supply sources. 

The antennas are the most critical component to be considered. Designers must take care of the 

antennas from all perspectives at the very start of the design phase when the physical dimensions of 

the application board are under analysis/decision. 

The selected antennas have to provide optimal return loss (or VSWR) and efficiency figures over all 

the operating frequencies, and appropriate maximum gain figure (i.e. combined antenna directivity 

and efficiency figure) so that the electromagnetic field radiation intensity does not exceed the 

regulatory limits specified in some countries (e.g. by FCC in the United States, as reported in the 

TOBY-L2 / MPCI-L2 series System Integration Manual [3] and in the ELLA-W1 series Data Sheet [4]). 

u-blox has implemented special features in order to avoid RF performance degradation while 

integrating a u-blox TOBY-L2 cellular module with a u-blox ELLA-W1 short range communication Wi-

Fi module, available by means of the +UWCFG AT command. For more details see the Appendix B of 

this application note. The following hardware guidelines are highly recommended to avoid RF 

performance degradation: 

 The placement of the antennas must ensure high isolation between the cellular antennas and the 

Wi-Fi antenna, according to the radiation characteristics of the selected antennas.  

 The specific guidelines provided by antennas’ manufacturers regarding correct installation and 

deployment of antenna systems, including PCB layout and possible matching circuitry, have to be 

strictly followed. 

 For the Wi-Fi / LTE coexistence, equip the WLAN RF path with an appropriate series Wi-Fi band-

pass filter specifically designed for the coexistence between Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz RF signals and LTE 

band 7 RF signals (see Figure 15). For example the Wi-Fi BAW band-pass filter TDK EPCOS B9604 

(provided in the application circuit described in Figure 11 and Table 1), or the TriQuint 885071, or 

the TriQuint 885032 or the Avago ACPF-7424, or the Taiyo Yuden F6HF2G441AF46 may be used. 

Make sure that RF lines / parts are clearly separated from any possible source of radiated energy. In 

particular, high speed digital lines as SDIO and USB interfaces can radiate digital frequency 

harmonics, which can produce Electro-Magnetic Interference that affects the RF circuit performance. 

Implement proper countermeasures to avoid any possible Electro-Magnetic Compatibility issue. 
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The SDIO serial interface used for the communication between the cellular and the Wi-Fi module 

requires the same consideration as any other high speed digital interface: keep the SDIO traces as 

short as possible, avoid stubs and avoid coupling with RF lines / parts or sensitive analog circuits. 

Consider the usage of low value series damping resistors on the SDIO lines (see the application circuit 

described in Figure 11 and Table 1) to avoid reflections and other losses in signal integrity, which may 

create ringing and loss of a square wave shape. 
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5 Routing examples: cellular/Wi-Fi in router 

mode 

5.1 TOBY-L2 in router mode (1 dial-up, 1 CDC-ECM) 

TOBY-L2 is in router mode and the Low/Medium throughput USB profile is enabled (+UUSBCONF: 2), 

the Wi-Fi is configured in STA mode. 

 
Figure 12: TOBY-L2 in router mode with a dial-up and a CDC-ECM interface 

The internet connectivity goes through: 

 Dial-up on 2G/3G/LTE cellular network, or 

 External Wi-Fi hotspot 

The external processor handles the routing. 

To configure the module to have the internet connectivity through the Wi-Fi: 

 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile, if 

not, set this mode (see the u-blox AT 

commands manual [1]). 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable the Wi-Fi module. 
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Command Response Description 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable the STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

"external_SSID" and password "pwd". 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=1,1 OK Enable the routing through the Wi-Fi 

station. 

 

To configure the module to have the internet connectivity through the cellular: 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile, if 

not, set this mode (see the u-blox AT 

commands manual [1]). 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable the Wi-Fi module 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable the STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

"external_SSID" and password "pwd". 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=0,1 OK  Disable the routing through the Wi-Fi 

station. 

AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","apn" OK Set up a PDP context for a dial-up 

connection. 

  Start the dial-up (on application 

processor). 

 

If the application processor is running a Linux-like OS, perform the following operations: 

 

// set up the USB interface (usb0), no DHCP client 
sudo ifconfig usb0 192.168.1.100 up 

 

Case a) use Wi-Fi STA connection  

// set the default route through the USB (CDC-ECM) 
sudo route add default gw 192.168.1.1 

 

Case b) use dial-up only 

// set up the dialer 
sudo cat /etc/wvdial.conf 

 

[Dialer Defaults] 

Init1 = AT 

Modem Type = USB Modem 

Baud = 115200 

Modem = /dev/ttyACM1 ; use the right CDC-ACM port 

ISDN = 0 

Dial Command = ATD 

Phone = *99***1# ; use the right CID 

; Phone = <Target Phone Number> 

Password = pippo ; it does not matter 

Username = pippo ; it does not matter 
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// execute the dialer 
sudo wvdial 

// usually if the dial-up is the only enabled interface, 

// there is no need to set the route through the ppp0 interface 

// Otherwise set the routing 
sudo route add default dev ppp0   

 

Case c) use Wi-Fi STA and dial up 

// set up the Wi-Fi 

// set up the dialer and run it 

// set up the routing table, i.e. 

 
sudo route add -net 8.8.8.8 netmask 255.255.255.255 gw 192.168.1.1 

sudo route add -net 208.67.222.222 netmask 255.255.255.255 dev ppp0 

 

// ping the 8.8.8.8 through the Wi-Fi STA interface 

// ping the 208.67.222.222 through the Cellular network 

 

5.2 TOBY-L2 in router mode (1 dial-up, 1 local dial-up) 

TOBY-L2 is in router mode and at least two CDC-ACM shall be available (+UUSBCONF: 2 or 

+UUSBCONF: 0), and the Wi-Fi is configured in STA mode. 

 
Figure 13: TOBY-L2 in router mode with a dial-up and a local dial-up interface 

The internet connectivity goes through: 

 Dial-up on 2G/3G/LTE cellular network, or 

 External Wi-Fi hotspot 

The external processor handles the routing. 
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To configure the module to have the internet connectivity through the Wi-Fi: 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

 

Or 

 

+UUSBCONF: 0 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile or 

the Fairly back-compatible, if not, set 

this mode (see the u-blox AT commands 

manual [1]). 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable Wi-Fi module. 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

‘external_SSID’ and password ‘pwd’. 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=1,1 OK Enable routing through the Wi-Fi station. 

 

To configure the module to have the internet connectivity through the cellular: 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

 

Or 

 

+UUSBCONF: 0 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile or 

the Fairly back-compatible, if not, set 

this mode (see the u-blox AT commands 

manual [1]). 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable Wi-Fi module. 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

"external_SSID" and password "pwd". 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=0,1 OK Disable the routing through the Wi-Fi 

station. 

AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","apn" OK Set up a PDP context for a dial-up 

connection. 

  Start the dial-up (on application 

processor). 

 

If the application processor is running a Linux-like OS, the following operations shall be performed. 

 

// set up the dialer 
sudo cat /etc/wvdial.conf 

 

[Dialer Defaults] 

Init1 = AT 

Modem Type = USB Modem 

Baud = 115200 

Modem = /dev/ttyACM1 ; use the right CDC-ACM port 

ISDN = 0 

Dial Command = ATD 
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Phone = *99***1# ; use the right CID 

; Phone = <Target Phone Number> 

Password = pippo ; it does not matter 

Username = pippo ; it does not matter 

 

// execute the dialer 
sudo wvdial 

// Set up the local dial-up connection 
sudo cat /etc/local_wvdial.conf 

 

[Dialer Defaults] 

Init1 = AT 

Modem Type = USB Modem 

Baud = 115200 

Modem = /dev/ttyACM2 ; use the right CDC-ACM port 

ISDN = 0 

Dial Command = ATD 

Phone = *99***100#  

; use the CID=100 for local dial-up 

Password = pippo ; it does not matter 

Username = pippo ; it does not matter 

Stupid Mode = on 

 

// execute the dialer 
sudo wvdial -C /etc/local_wvdial.conf 

 

Case a) use Cellular connection  

// set the default route through the USB (CDC-ECM) 

// ppp0 corresponds to the dial-up connection 
sudo route add default dev ppp0   

 

Case b) use local dial-up connection 

// set up the dialer 

// ppp1 corresponds to the local dial-up connection 
sudo route add default dev ppp1   

 

☞ First enable the local dial up connection and after that enable the routing through the Wi-Fi 

station: 
AT+UWSTAIPCFG=1,1 

 

Case c) personalize the routing table 
sudo route add -net 8.8.8.8 netmask 255.255.255.255 dev ppp0 

sudo route add -net 208.67.222.222 netmask 255.255.255.255 dev ppp1 

 

// ping the 8.8.8.8 through the Wi-Fi STA interface 

// ping the 208.67.222.222 through the Cellular network 
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5.3 TOBY-L2 in router mode (1 local dial-up) 

TOBY-L2 is in router mode and at least 1 CDC-ACM shall be available (+UUSBCONF: 2 or 

+UUSBCONF: 0), the Wi-Fi is configured in STA mode. 

 

 
Figure 14: TOBY-L2 in router mode with a local dial-up interface 

 

The internet connectivity goes through: 

 Dial-up on 2G/3G/LTE cellular network, or 

 External Wi-Fi hotspot 

 

The external processor handles the routing. 
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To configure the module to have the internet connectivity through the Wi-Fi: 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

 

Or 

 

+UUSBCONF: 0 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile or 

the Fairly back-compatible, if not, set 

this mode (see the u-blox AT commands 

manual [1]). 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable Wi-Fi module 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

"external_SSID" and password "pwd". 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=1,1 OK Enable routing through the Wi-Fi station. 

 

The module configuration for the internet connectivity through the cellular also depends on the 

network registration status as reported in the following tables. 

 

2G/3G case 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

 

Or 

 

+UUSBCONF: 0 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile or 

the Fairly back-compatible, if not, set 

this mode (see the u-blox AT commands 

manual [1]). 

AT+COPS? +COPS: 0,0,"my_network",2 

OK 

Check the cellular network registration 

status. 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable Wi-Fi module. 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

"external_SSID" and password "pwd". 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=0,1 OK Disable routing through the Wi-Fi 

station. 

AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","apn" OK Set up a PDP context for a dial-up 

connection. 

AT+CGACT=1,1 OK Activate the PDP context. 
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4G case 

Command Response Description 

AT+UBMCONF? +UBMCONF: 1 

OK 

Check that TOBY-L2 module is in router 

mode, if not, set this mode (see the 

u-blox AT commands manual [1]). 

AT+UUSBCONF? +UUSBCONF: 2 

OK 

 

Or 

 

+UUSBCONF: 0 

OK 

Check that the USB profile is the 

Low/Medium throughput USB profile or 

the Fairly back-compatible, if not, set 

this mode (see the u-blox AT commands 

manual [1]). 

AT+COPS? +COPS: 0,0,"my_network",7 

OK 

Check the cellular network registration 

status. 

AT+UCGDFLT? +UCGDFLT: "IP","",0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,""  

OK  

Check the initial PDP context settings. 

AT+CFUN=4 OK Set the module in airplane mode. 

AT+UCGDFLT=1,"IP","my_apn" OK Setting the APN for data connection (it 

will be used also for signaling …). 

AT+CFUN=1 OK Set the module to full functionality. 

AT+UCGDFLT? +UCGDFLT: "IP","my_apn",0,0,0,0,1

,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,,,"" 

OK 

Check the initial PDP context settings. 

AT+CGDCONT? +CGDCONT: 4,"IP","my_apn","5.168.

209.178",0,0,0,0,0,0 

OK 

Check the context status accordingly. 

AT+CGACT? +CGACT: 4,1 

OK 

The fourth context is activated. 

AT+UWCFG=1 OK Enable Wi-Fi module. 

AT+UWSTACFG=1,"external_SSID",1,"

pwd" 

OK Enable STA mode and connect to 

external hotspot with name 

"external_SSID" and password "pwd". 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=0,1 OK Disable routing through the Wi-Fi 

station. 

 

If the application processor is running a Linux-like OS, perform the following operations: 

 

// Set up the local dial-up connection 
sudo cat /etc/local_wvdial.conf 

 

[Dialer Defaults] 

Init1 = AT 

Modem Type = USB Modem 

Baud = 115200 

Modem = /dev/ttyACM2 ; use the right CDC-ACM port 

ISDN = 0 

Dial Command = ATD 

Phone = *99***100#  

; use the CID=100 for local dial-up 

Password = pippo ; it does not matter 

Username = pippo ; it does not matter 

Stupid Mode = on 
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// execute the dialer 
sudo wvdial –C /etc/local_wvdial.conf 

 

Case a) use Cellular connection 

// set the default route through the cellular network 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=0,1 

 

Case b) use local dial-up connection 

// set the default route through the Wi-Fi network 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=1,1 

 

Case c) personalize the routing table 

AT+UWSTAIPCFG=0,1 

AT+UIPROUTE="add –net 8.8.8.8 netmask 255.255.255.255 gw 10.0.251.254" 

Then the following configuration commands depend on the cellular network registration status, that 

is: 

2G/3G case 

AT+UIPROUTE="add –net 208.67.222.222 netmask 255.255.255.255 dev ccinet0" 

4G case 

AT+UIPROUTE="add –net 208.67.222.222 netmask 255.255.255.255 dev ccinet3" 

 

☞ If the gateway of the external Wi-Fi network is unknown set the configuration of the case b) and 

with the command tracepath try to find the gateway IP. Once the gateway IP is known reconfigure 

the setup for the case c). 

 

// ping the 8.8.8.8 through the Wi-Fi STA interface 

// ping the 208.67.222.222 through the Cellular network 

 

⚠ The change of the <routing> value of the +UWSTAIPCFG AT command resets the ICMP timeout. 

For more details, see the AT+UIPTABLES command in u blox TOBY L2 series Networking Modes 

Application Note [5]. 
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Appendix  

A WebUI user guide 

A.1 WebUI system configuration 

This section provides a complete description of the WebUI interface and a description of the start-up 

configuration via WebUI. Note that the configuration is saved when the "Save" button is clicked, and 

the configuration is applied at the next system boot. 

If the WebUI is enabled, it is available at the URL http://toby.ip/, and at the TOBY-L2 IP address. The 

TOBY-L2 module has at least two IP addresses: the IP address reachable via the Wi-Fi network and 

the IP address reachable via the USB (RNDIS/CDC-ECM) interface. 

⚠ To avoid possible misconfigurations, use only one of the following modes to configure the Wi-Fi 

module: 

1. via AT command on UART or CDC-ACM interface 

2. via WebUI on RNDIS/CDC-ECM and Wi-Fi interface 

⚠ At the first boot, follow the instructions in Appendix A.3 to avoid wrong and unexpected cellular 

network configurations. 

⚠ When the Connection Configuration Manager is disabled, the message "No SIM card was inserted. 

Please insert a SIM card" is displayed at the bottom of the Web pages. This message is updated 

once the Connection Configuration Manager is enabled. 

⚠ Manually refresh the WebUI page if the setting is not accepted during the storing of the 

configuration due to an invalid setting. 

A.2 Setting pages 

A.2.1 Login page 

Since the WebUI is password protected, the user is prompted for a password. The 

factory-programmed password is "admin". For security reasons, the factory-programmed password 

should be changed to a personal password. 

 

 
 

http://toby.ip/
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A.2.2 Overview page 

On the "Overview" tab, information regarding the cellular connectivity is displayed. 

 

 

A.2.3 Internet 

The "Internet" tab configures the cellular network connectivity. 

 Connection name: The settings for the SIM card are administered under a freely definable 

connection name. By default, this is usually the name of the cellular provider. The connection name 

can be changed manually. 

 Access Point (APN): The Cellular subsystem tries to determine the access settings automatically 

based on the SIM card and stores them in the SIM card profile. It is possible to change the settings 

here manually. 

 Access Point (APN) LTE: Since the Access Point for LTE network may be different from the Access 

point for 2G/3G network, it is possible to change the settings here manually. 

 Network Profiles: By clicking this button it is possible to choose a cellular network profile from a 

preinstalled list. 

 Roaming: This switch enables or disables the data roaming. With data roaming switched off, the 

router will not establish a connection when the cellular module is located outside of the home 

network. In the factory-programmed settings, the roaming is deactivated. 

 PIN entry: The PIN is requested when the SIM is inserted for the first time and generally must not 

be changed. If needed, change or set the PIN of the SIM card using the PIN dialog window. 

 Data volumes: The volume counter displayed in the status bar at the bottom indicates the amount 

of data transferred with the SIM card in megabytes (downloaded/uploaded) since the last reset. 

The counters can be reset clicking the "Reset counters" button. 

 User: This field sets the user name to be used if authentication is required to establish a data 

connection to the cellular network. 

 Password: This field sets the password to be used if authentication is required to establish a data 

connection to the cellular network. 

 Authentication: This field sets the authentication procedure selection (PAP, CHAP, no 

authentication). 

 DNS1: This field specifies a static domain name server. 

 DNS2: This field specifies a second static domain name server. 
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☞ The cellular network profile and configuration is tied to the individual SIM card. 

 

A.2.4 WLAN AP 

The "WLAN AP" tab configures the Wi-Fi access point connectivity. 

 SSID (Network name): This field determines the SSID of the Wi-Fi access point. The 

factory-programmed value is "UBXWifi". 

 Network mode: The network mode determines the IEEE 802.11 standard of the Wi-Fi network. The 

factory-programmed value is "Mixed b/g/n". 

 Region: This field determines the regulatory domain. Depending on the region, specific channels 

are faded in or hidden. The factory-programmed value depends on the TOBY-L2 module version. 

 Channel: This field determines the channel of the Wi-Fi access point. The factory-programmed 

value is "Automatic". 

 Encryption: This field determines the encryption of the Wi-Fi access point. The 

factory-programmed value is "WPA2". 

 Network key: This field is used to define the WPA/WPA2 key. The factory-programmed value is 

"ubx-wifi". The key must be suitable for the encryption method. 

 Re-enter key: This field is used for confirming the network key to prevent incorrect entries. 
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 IP: This field determines the IP address of the Wi-Fi access point. The factory-programmed value 

is "192.168.2.1". 

 Subnet mask: This field determines the subnet mask of the Wi-Fi access point. The 

factory-programmed value is: "255.255.255.0". 

 

 

 

A.2.5 WLAN STA 

The "WLAN STA" tab configures the connectivity to an external hotspot: 

 STA mode enable: This switch enables or disables the Wi-Fi station mode. The 

factory-programmed value is OFF. 

 SSID (Network name): This field determines the SSID of the external hotspot. 

 Encryption: This field determines the encryption of the external hotspot. 

 Network key: This field determines the key for the external hotspot. 

 DHCP client: This switch enables or disables the DHCP client of the Wi-Fi station mode. The 

factory-programmed value is disabled. 

 IP: If the DHCP client is disabled, this field determines the IP address of the Wi-Fi station. 

 Subnet mask: If the DHCP client is disabled, this field determines the subnet mask of the Wi-Fi 

station. 

 Gateway: If the DHCP client is disabled, this field determines the gateway IP address of the 

external Wi-Fi network. 

 DNS server: If the DHCP client is disabled, this field determines the IP address of the DNS server. 

Up to two DNS servers (comma separated) can be specified. 
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A.2.6 System 

The "System" tab is used for several system configurations: 

 Connection Manager: This switch enables or disables the Connection Configuration Manager. 

 New password: This field is used to change the system password. 

 Repeat password: This field is used for confirming the system password to prevent incorrect 

entries. 

 Password protection: This switch determines the protection level of web pages. If the "Settings 

page" option is set, then the Wi-Fi / Cellular subsystem router will only ask for a password when 

entering the settings page. On the other hand, if the "All pages" option is selected, then all the tabs 

of the Wi-Fi / Cellular subsystem web interface will be password protected. 

 Language: This multiple choice switch is used to select the output language of the WebUI. 

 Reset device: The "System reset" button reboots the Wi-Fi / Cellular subsystem router, while the 

"Factory reset" button resets the Wi-Fi / Cellular subsystem to the factory-programmed values. 

 Web page FTP access: The switch enables or disables the FTP access to the Web page files. The 

customer is allowed to personalize the aspect of the WebUI. The WebUI aspect may be reverted 

via AT command. 
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A.3 Start-up 

This section describes the steps for a start-up configuration after a factory-programmed reset. 

Following the start-up procedure will prevent wrong configurations and unexpected behaviors of the 

WebUI. 

 

The Connection Configuration manager can be handled via the WebUI and also the LTE initial EPS 

(default) bearer can configured via WebUI. 

Since the Wi-Fi interface and the WebUI are disable at the first system boot (factory-programmed 

values), they should be enabled via AT commands before the start-up procedure. 

 

1. Insert the SIM card into the SIM card slot. 

2. Switch on the power. 

3. The Wi-Fi / Cellular subsystem will start (power LED). 

4. Enable the Wi-Fi interface and the WebUI via +UWCFG and +UWWEBUI AT commands (see u-blox 

AT commands manual [1] for more details) 

5. Once the WebUI is enabled, the home page will be displayed as follows: 
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6. Click on the tab Settings > System and enter the WebUI password. 

7. In the tab Settings > System enable the Connection Manager. Reboot the module for the setting 

to be applied. 

8. If the PIN is requested, enter it. 

 

 
 

9. Once the PIN is correctly entered, the WebUI will display the list of the profiles defined by the SIM 

card. 
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Several test SIMs are not provided with a network profile. Hence, the network profile should be 

manually configured. 

10. Once the profile is selected or manually configured via Settings > Internet tab, the module is ready 

to operate as a cellular/Wi-Fi router. 

11. If requested, enable the "Use as initial EPS bearer" field via Setting > Internet tab, and reboot the 

cellular/Wi-Fi router. 
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B Cellular and Wi-Fi RF coexistence 
When cellular and Wi-Fi radio systems are integrated within one application device and operate 

simultaneously, considerable interference may occur with certain frequency combinations. These 

disturbances can be described as a decrease in Rx sensitivity (desensitization) of the Wi-Fi radio 

system caused by a powerful interferer Tx signal of the cellular radio system, inducing performance 

decrease. In particular, considering the TOBY-L2 and ELLA-W1 subsystem, the Wi-Fi radio system in 

the highest channels of the 2.4 GHz band can be affected by: 

 Carrier leakage from cellular LTE band 7, occupying Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band neighboring frequencies 

 Third harmonic from cellular GSM 850 band, falling in the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band frequencies 

Figure 15 describes the frequency ranges of the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band, the LTE band 7, and the third 

harmonics of the GSM 850 up-link band, which are involved in possible RF interference due to co-

located radio systems. 

2500 2550 2600 2650 2700

LTE band 7

Up-Link

LTE band 7

Down-Link

2400 2450

3rd harmonics of

GSM 850 UL band

Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band

UL/DL ch. 1 to 14

f [MHz]  
Figure 15: Frequency ranges of the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band, the LTE band 7, and the 3rd harmonics of the GSM 850 UL band 

 

The following hardware guidelines are highly recommended to avoid performance degradation: 

 To ensure high isolation between the cellular antennas and the Wi-Fi antenna, place the antennas 

according to the radiation characteristics of the selected antennas. 

 Strictly follow the detailed and specific guidelines provided by the antennas’ manufacturers 

regarding correct installation and deployment of the antenna system, including PCB layout and 

possible matching circuitry. 

 Equip the WLAN RF path with an appropriate series Wi-Fi band-pass filter specifically designed 

for the coexistence between Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz RF signals and cellular LTE band 7 RF signals, as for 

example the Wi-Fi BAW band-pass filter TDK EPCOS B9604 (provided in the recommended 

application circuit described in Figure 11 and Table 1), or the TriQuint 885071, the TriQuint 885032, 

the Avago ACPF-7424, or the Taiyo Yuden F6HF2G441AF46 may be used. 

 

B.1 Cellular and Wi-Fi RF coexistence solution 

u-blox has implemented special features to avoid RF performance degradation while integrating a 

u-blox TOBY-L2 cellular module with a u-blox ELLA-W1 short range communication Wi-Fi module, 

available by means of the +UWCFG AT command. 

The cellular and Wi-Fi RF coexistence is provided by changing the Wi-Fi channel used by ELLA-W1 

module in AP mode from the potentially affected high-frequency channels to the safe low-frequency 

channels within the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band, according to the possible RF interference caused by the 

cellular radio system while operating in the LTE band 7 or in the GSM 850 band. 

Depending on the value of the <conflict_ind_mode> parameter of the +UWCFG AT command, the 

resolution of the RF conflict between the cellular and Wi-Fi radio systems is performed by the 

connection manager integrated in the TOBY-L2 module appropriately configuring the ELLA-W1 

module using: 
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 Full automatic algorithm: the +UUWCFG URC indicating the type of RF conflict is automatically 

displayed, the potentially affected high-frequency channels in the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band are 

accordingly automatically removed from the list of available Wi-Fi channels, and the selection of 

the actual safe Wi-Fi channel is automatically performed to avoid performance degradation. 

 Semi automatic algorithm: the +UUWCFG URC indicating the type of RF conflict is automatically 

displayed, the potentially affected high-frequency channels in the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band are 

accordingly automatically removed from the list of available Wi-Fi channels, and then the selection 

of the actual safe Wi-Fi channel must be performed by the user by means of the +UWAPCFG AT 

command to avoid performance degradation. 

 Manual user intervention: the +UUWCFG URC indicating the type of RF conflict is automatically 

displayed, and then the selection of the actual safe Wi-Fi channel has to be performed by the user 

by means of the +UWAPCFG AT command to avoid performance degradation. 

 

Table 2 and Table 3 describe the +UWCFG AT command syntax and the defined values for 

<conflict_ind_mode> and <conflict_ind> parameters. For more details see the u-blox AT commands 

manual [1], +UWCFG and +UWAPCFG AT commands. 

 

Type Syntax Response Example 

Set AT+UWCFG=<wifi_mode>[,<mgr>[,<

conflict_ind_mode>]] 

OK AT+UWCFG=2,0,1 

OK 

Read AT+UWCFG? +UWCFG : <wifi_mode>,<mgr>,<conf

l_ind_mode> 

OK 

+UWCFG: 1,0,1 

OK 

Test AT+UWCFG=? +UWCFG: (list of supported 

<wifi_mode>s),(list of supported 

<mgr>s),(list of supported 

<conflict_ind_mode>s) 

OK 

+UWCFG: (0-2),(0,1),(0-3) 

OK 

URC  +UUWCFG: <conflict_ind> +UUWCFG: 1 

Table 2: +UWCFG AT command syntax 

 

Parameter Type Description 

<conflict_ind_mode> Number Specifies whether the cellular Wi-Fi conflict URC are enabled, disabled and which 

algorithm is adopted: 

 0 (factory-programmed value): conflict reporting URC disabled 

 1: URC enabled, manual user intervention is required to handle the conflict 

 2: URC enabled, semi automatic algorithm 

 3: URC enabled, full automatic algorithm 

<conflict_ind> Number Specified which cellular/Wi-Fi frequency conflict may occur: 

 0: no conflict 

 1: possible conflict among LTE working in band 7 and Wi-Fi working in channel 

range 10-14 

 2: possible conflict among GSM working in 850 band and Wi-Fi working in channel 

range 11-14 

Table 3: Defined values for the <conflict_ind_mode> and <conflict_ind> parameters of the +UWCFG AT command 
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C Cellular throughput vs. Wi-Fi throughput 
In the case of ELLA-W1 module the maximum achievable physical data rate for a single 802.11n data 

stream, using the highest order modulation (64-QAM) and the maximum channel bandwidth  

(40 MHz – the bandwidth of two not overlapped channels) is 150 Mb/s. The downlink LTE maximum 

speed for a cat 4 LTE module is 150 Mb/s too. 

Even if the adopted physical data rates are equal, the cellular throughput is usually higher than the 

achievable Wi-Fi throughput. This is mainly due because of the following reasons: 

 In the cellular technology the data channel is entirely used for the data transmission, while 

additional channels are used for the signaling; 

 In the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) access technique 

adopted in the IEEE 802.11 standard, the Wi-Fi device must listen to the channel for a given period 

of time before transmitting to avoid collisions. The power sensing operation performed before 

every transmission leads to a degradation in terms of performance; 

 The Wi-Fi protocol uses half-duplex transmission. 

 

Table 4 provides the results of throughput tests: 

 

 TCP traffic [Mb/s] UDP traffic [Mb/s] 

Downlink stream 44 55 

Uplink stream 50 50 

Table 4: Cellular throughput tests 

 

Throughput tests have been performed with the following setup: 

 Equipment: Simulator – TOBY-L2 module – reference PC (the connection between the Simulator 

and the TOBY-L2 module is wired, while the connection between TOBY-L2 module and the 

reference PC is wireless) 

 TOBY-L2 in AP mode: 802.11n standard with a Wi-Fi channel bandwidth of 20 MHz 

 TOBY-L2 with trace/debugging disabled 

 Tests performed with Iperf application 
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D Regional domain block for the Wi-Fi interface 
Since every country applies its own regulations regarding the use of Wi-Fi networks, the Wi-Fi 

regulatory domains block feature avoids conflicts with the Wi-Fi limitations of the countries where 

the module will be used. The Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature is enabled when the Wi-Fi 

interface is active or when the WebUI is enabled. The Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature is 

enabled by factory-programmed setting. 

Three regulatory domains are defined: 

 "US" (United States): with the Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature, this regulatory domain is 

automatically applied when the module is registered to a North American cellular network; 

 "JP" (Japan): with the Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature, this regulatory domain is 

automatically applied when the module is registered to a Japanese cellular network; 

 "EU" (Europe / rest of the world): with the Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature, this regulatory 

domain is automatically applied when the module is not registered to a North American or a 

Japanese cellular network. 

The limitations defined for every regulatory domain regard the list of available channels, the maximum 

transmission power and the channel data rate. See +UWAPCFG AT command description for further 

information regarding the allowed settings for every regulatory domain. 

The Wi-Fi regulatory domains block implies the following behavior: 

 TOBY-L200 modules work in "US" regulatory domain and the domain cannot change; 

 TOBY-L220 modules start with "JP" regulatory domain as factory-programmed value; 

 TOBY-L210 and TOBY-L280 modules start with "EU" regulatory domain as factory-programmed 

value; 

 For TOBY-L210, TOBY-L220 and TOBY-L280 modules, when the module is out of coverage/not 

registered to any network (this implies that the current position of the module is unknown), the 

regulatory domain is automatically reverted to the "US" regulatory domain, which is the most 

restrictive in terms of channel usage, after a configurable <timeout>: 

o the timeout can be set from a minimum value of 10 minutes to a maximum of 60 minutes. 

o the factory-programmed value of the timeout is 60 minutes; 

 For TOBY-L210, TOBY-L220 and TOBY-L280 modules, when the module is out of coverage/not 

registered to any network (this implies that the current position of the module is unknown), and 

the <timeout> has not been expired at the Wi-Fi physical layer the regional setting is not reverted 

to "US" regulatory domain. However, the +UWAPCFG AT command provides and allows the setting 

of the "US" regulatory domain. 

The last applied regulatory domain is stored in NVM and it is used for the next Wi-Fi activation; the 

current regulatory domain can be derived from the <region> parameter returned by +UWAPCFG read 

command. The configuration of the Wi-Fi regulatory domains block feature is allowed only when the 

module is in router mode. 

See +UWREGBLOCK AT command description for further information regarding Wi-Fi regulatory 

domains block feature. 
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E Wi-Fi authentication suite 
ELLA-W1 module supports the following authentication suites in AP and STA mode: 

 Open authentication (no passphrase needed) 

 WPA Personal Passphrase (WPA-PSK) 

 WPA2 Personal Passphrase (WPA2-PSK) 

In STA mode, ELLA-W1 also supports the WEP authentication suite. The WEP authentication suite 

allows open or shared keys. The keys can be expressed as HEX (decimal) or ASCII passphrases. 

☞ The WEP authentication suite is not supported by TOBY-L200-02S, TOBY-L210-02S, 

TOBY-L210-62S, TOBY-L220-02S, TOBY-L280-02S, TOBY-L280-72S product versions. 

 

Table 5 shows the range of the length of the ASCII passphrase of the WPA-PSK authentication suites: 

 

Authentication suite ASCII passphrase length 

WPA-PSK 8-63 

WPA2-PSK 8-63 

Table 5: length of ASCII passphrase  

 

Table 6 shows the correspondences between the HEX and ASCII passphrase lengths and the 

encryption lengths expressed in bits: 

 

 

WEP key bit length ASCII passphrase length HEX passphrase length 

64-bit encryption 5 10 

128-bit encryption 13 26 

Table 6: Correspondence between passphrase lengths and encryption lengths 

 

Allowed characters are printable 7-bits ASCII characters, except for: 

 Single quote (‘), code 0x27 

 Double quotes (“), code 0x22 

 Grave accent (`), code 0x60 

 

The passphrase can be volatile or non volatile: 

 The volatile passphrase is stored in RAM and is not valid after the system reboot. 

 The non volatile passphrase is stored in NVM and is valid after the system reboot. Since a volatile 

passphrase is not valid after reboot, the corresponding Wi-Fi interface is not going to be enabled 

at the boot time. 
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F Wi-Fi signal levels 
u-blox cellular modules provide AT commands to show Wi-Fi signal level values of the received packets 

at the Wi-Fi AP and STA interfaces. 

When the STA interface is connected to an external access point, the +UWSTACSQ AT command 

provides: 

 the signal level of the last received beacon packet, 

 the average signal level of received beacon packets, 

 the signal level of the last received data packet, 

 the average signal level of received data packets. 

The packets are transmitted by the external access point and are received by the STA interface. All 

signal levels are expressed in dBm. 

☞ The +UWSTACSQ AT command is not supported by TOBY-L200-02S, TOBY-L210-02S, 

TOBY-L210-62S, TOBY-L220-02S, TOBY-L280-02S, TOBY-L280-72S product versions. 

In AP mode, for all Wi-Fi clients associated with the TOBY-L2 AP interface, the +UWAPSTALIST AT 

command provides: 

 the MAC address, 

 the signal level (expressed in dBm) of the received packet. 

When the Wi-Fi subsystem (AP or STA interface) is enabled, the +UWSCAN AT command provides: 

 the MAC address of the external hotspot, 

 the operation mode of the external hotspot, 

 the SSID name of the external wireless network, 

 the channel used by the external wireless network, 

 the signal strength value (expressed in dBm) for the external wireless network, 

 the authentication suite. 
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G Glossary 
Abbreviation Definition 

ACM Abstract Control Model  

AP Access Point 

APN Access Point Name 

AT AT Command Interpreter Software Subsystem, or attention 

BAW Bulk Acoustic Wave  

CDC Communications Device Class 

CHAP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol 

CID Context Identifier 

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

DNS Domain Name System 

ECM Ethernet networking Control Model 

EPS Evolved Packet System 

FCC Federal Communications Commission 

GND Ground 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 

GPIO General Purpose Input Output 

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol 

I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit 

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol 

IP Internet Protocol 

LDO Low-Dropout 

LED Light Emitting Diode 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

MT Mobile Terminated 

NVM Non Volatile Memory 

PAP Personal Authentication Protocol 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

PDP Parallel Data Protocol 

PIN Personal Identification Number 

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol 

RAM Random Access Memory 

RF Radio frequency 

RNDIS Remote Network Driver Interface Specification 

SDIO Secure Digital Input Output  

SIM Subscriber Identification Module 

SSID Service Set Identifier 

STA Station Computer 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

URC Unsolicited Result Code 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 
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Abbreviation Definition 

WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy 

Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 short range radio technology 

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network (in this document IEEE 802.11) 

WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access 

Table 7: Explanation of the abbreviations and terms used 
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Related documents 
[1] u-blox AT Commands Manual, Docu No UBX-13002752 

[2] u-blox TOBY-L2 series Data Sheet, Docu No UBX-13004573 

[3] u-blox TOBY-L2 / MPCI-L2 series System Integration Manual, Docu No UBX-13004618 

[4] u-blox ELLA-W1 series Data Sheet, Docu No UBX-15004476 

[5] u-blox TOBY-L2 series Networking Modes Application Note, Docu No UBX-14000479 

☞ For regular updates to u-blox documentation and to receive product change notifications, register 

on our homepage (www.u-blox.com). 

 

Revision history 
Revision Date Name Comments 

R01 30-May-2014 drak Initial release  

R02 03-Feb-2015 sses / ador Updated integration description for TOBY-L2xx-50S and ELLA-W1 series 

modules 

R03 08-Jun-2016 ador Extended scenarios with local PPP description 

Added throughput and Cellular / Wi-Fi coexistence description 

Updated local dial-up description 

R04 20-Oct-2016 ador Added Wi-Fi authentication suite and Wi-Fi signal levels 

R05 23-Jun-2017 ador Added throughput testing results 

R06 18-Oct-2018 ador Added note about the ICMP timeout 

 

http://www.u-blox.com/
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Contact 
For complete contact information, visit us at www.u-blox.com. 

u-blox Offices     

North, Central and South America 

u-blox America, Inc. 

Phone: +1 703 483 3180 

E-mail: info_us@u-blox.com 

Regional Office West Coast: 

Phone: +1 408 573 3640 

E-mail: info_us@u-blox.com 

Technical Support: 

Phone: +1 703 483 3185 

E-mail: support@u-blox.com 

 
Headquarters 

Europe, Middle East, Africa 

u-blox AG  

Phone: +41 44 722 74 44 

E-mail: info@u-blox.com  

Support: support@u-blox.com 

 
Asia, Australia, Pacific 

u-blox Singapore Pte. Ltd. 

Phone:  +65 6734 3811 

E-mail:  info_ap@u-blox.com 

Support: support_ap@u-blox.com 

Regional Office Australia: 

Phone:  +61 2 8448 2016 

E-mail:  info_anz@u-blox.com 

Support: support_ap@u-blox.com 

Regional Office China (Beijing): 

Phone: +86 10 68 133 545 

E-mail: info_cn@u-blox.com  

Support: support_cn@u-blox.com 

Regional Office China (Chongqing): 

Phone: +86 23 6815 1588 

E-mail: info_cn@u-blox.com  

Support: support_cn@u-blox.com 

Regional Office China (Shanghai): 

Phone: +86 21 6090 4832 

E-mail: info_cn@u-blox.com  

Support: support_cn@u-blox.com 

Regional Office China (Shenzhen): 

Phone: +86 755 8627 1083 

E-mail: info_cn@u-blox.com  

Support: support_cn@u-blox.com 

Regional Office India: 

Phone: +91 80 405 092 00 

E-mail: info_in@u-blox.com 

Support: support_in@u-blox.com 

Regional Office Japan (Osaka): 

Phone: +81 6 6941 3660 

E-mail: info_jp@u-blox.com 

Support: support_jp@u-blox.com 

Regional Office Japan (Tokyo): 

Phone: +81 3 5775 3850 

E-mail: info_jp@u-blox.com 

Support: support_jp@u-blox.com 

Regional Office Korea: 

Phone: +82 2 542 0861 

E-mail: info_kr@u-blox.com 

Support: support_kr@u-blox.com 

Regional Office Taiwan: 

Phone: +886 2 2657 1090 

E-mail: info_tw@u-blox.com  

Support: support_tw@u-blox.com 
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